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Notes  

Devotees of radha gopinath temple has organized this class to give class because it’s the day of 
rath yatra and infact there where I am today is very auspicious day of gundica marjanam. This 
pastimes which lcm taught his devotees through his words and examples to clean our heart to 
place for krsna to reside

rājāra tuccha sevā dekhi’ prabhura tuṣṭa mana
sei ta’ prasāde pāila ‘rahasya-darśana’

Ratha yatra pastimes is a meditation of festival and SP that represents bringing krsna back to 
the heart. LCM during ratha yatra festivals that this is the festivals of general public to rise their 
consciousness and it is the time for preaching and to increase our love to the loving mellow of 
sri vrindavan dham where sri radharani and brajvasis after many years of separation bringing 
back krsna to back to vrindavan. To understand thing all the detail of the paths of bhakti, in this 
situation window is opening for us to actually to see. LCM is revealing to us. Krsna reveals the 
truth of true of our desires according to our surrenders. And this surrenders is very much 
interconnected to our humility and eagerness to feel ourself a very menial servant.

Prataprudra was great king who has wealth, and various millitary armies and all the people 
within his kingdom. Such person comes at the rath yatra as street sweeper. SPOG doesn’t see 
externalities, but he sees our intention. Prataprudra was having so much power and grandeur 
but he was honest just doing service as lord and nothing is mine and I am the care taker of the 
lord. It belongs to lord jaganath. In this mood he is simply revealing the truth as simple servant. 
LCM  saw that he decided and I will showers all my mercy on King prataprudra. Because of king's 
humble service attitude as he expressed his surrender and very few people understand it. We 
can know this some thing intellectually, philosopically but actually to understand this we need 
krsna's grace. Basic path of bhakti is to given to us by krsna is our sincereity and serving without 
ulterior motives and taking shelter on the holy name of lord.  LCM revealed prataprudra that 
jaganath and himself was one and same person. Jaganath in the mood of krsna returning to 
vrindavan and LCM in the mood of maha bhavas of srimati radharani and in that love he was 
praying and dancing infront of jaganath. LCM said das anu das I am none of the  designation in 
this world and true identity is my is to servant of the servant of the servant. He can able to feels 
that and he was the part of the pastimes and very few people can able to see that how lord 
reciprocates with each of the devotees. And LCM had expanded himself to each one of them 
and in this was everyone of them thinking that LCM was only with me. This inconceivable nature 
with fullest form when krsna reciprocates with devotees. 
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with fullest form when krsna reciprocates with devotees. 

SP was in jaladuta revealed his same mood that I am the puppet and let me dance however you 
want to make me dance. This is the prominent lesson taught us that it is menat to be 
interwoven in the devotees lives to be humble servant. LC revealed by himself in gudica and he 
took his broom to  clean gundica and given broom to sarvabhavum bhattacharya, ramanand 
raya and so many scholars and he exemplified it how he and everybody swept with such 
gratitude for the pleasure of the lord, by taking the role truly humble servant ones heart 
becomes cleansed. 
Susrusha - when we get taste in chanting and hearing of krsna, krsna get pleased and cleansed 
our heart and reveals him and inorder to get that taste we must get sincerity to serve the great 
soul.

Ishvarr puri as guru of Him. And great scholar and sanyasis. Ishavara puri was its bed side and 
offering personal services and menial services and for him it was a greates treasure and the 
pleasure of guru maharaja the heart and soul you have dedicated with greated gratitude and 
honor than the deity, he would clean the excrement of gurus body. LCM took intiation and 
surrendered his life by this example. This is how LCM wants to stressed us by this principle for 
us. Realization comes from the mood of service. True treasure of krsnas presence of holy names 
comes from the mood of service trinad api sunicena…in this particular time I am meditating 
with BCSM following the footsteps of ishavara puri.

BCSM born and raised in aristocratic family in educated, and qualified in every way. But the 
perfection of his lives he considered was the opportunity he had to follow the footsteps of 
ishvara puri when SP was in last days. Such a grateful hearts offered and giving service, cleaning 
SP body, utensils, revealing his heart to SP, and gratitude to SP with his thoughts and words and 
active service. For the closing pastimes in 9 months, BCSM is there in SP's bed side. SP was 
incapacitated physically. BCSM was there. BCSM was made famous verse from Cc tava 
kathamritam taptajivanam.. Is the heart of SB and separation from krsna. And its very special 
which is connected to the pastimes of king prataprudra. Mercy comes when LCM was lying the 
platform and by the blessings of devotees - prataprudra maharaja gone to massage his feet with 
simple form of devotee. tava kathamritam taptajivanam its gives extra ordinary qualities which 
purifies the heart and gives love. LCM embraced him and glorified him again and again and 
revealed divine true identity as krsna and he awakened love or prema to prataprudra. 
Prataprudra maharaja told I am servant of the servant of the servant of servant and my 
aspiration 

SP explains that this is the highest aspiration for true devotee and this pastime king took the 
attitude of servant and reveals his special mercy. BCSM made this verse famous with loving 
heartfelt prayful singing and anyone I would travel I see this playing of this song. Singing of the 
song which glorifies SP who broadcast the message of krsna and also glorifies the message of 
LCM and this is in reciprocation of trinad api sunicena - a humble service. BCSM was a spiritual 
seeker and at the certain time and in the middle of time he goes in different of world to make 
understanding the purpose of the goal of lives. Due to the influnces of british, and so much 
valued by indian people was the materialistic advancement of west.
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valued by indian people was the materialistic advancement of west.

SP came to US and People are trying to come to india what US has material prosperity but I have 
come here to give the culture of india which you had forgotten to take from us and this is the 
heart of every religion, bcsm gone to west and there he had realization of the glories of spiritual 
culture of india when he returned to india seeking spiritual teacher. Bcsm on a personal level 
that we are soul brother because it was exactly the same time 1970 when I was leaving the west 
for looking for spiritual lives and at the same time he was going to west for looking for spiritual 
lives and ultimately he comes to east and  being such a effulgent and sincere seeker of the truth 
whereever he went for any spiritual seekers. He traveled for so many years, reading different 
books and the very certain time he has given NOI by Roop goswami translated by SP. SP often 
tells us that I am in my books. Sp more emphasis in being in his books.

The idea is in pleasing our guru that we are really have intimate relationship. SP said this fly 
simply causes me distrubance. When SP said I am in the books and I am in the heart of devotees 
who are preaching the message. . That’s an eternal teaching and never limits that. When bcsm 
was reading NOI with much eagerness and appreciation and deep faith which directly SP was 
speaking to him personally. As SP would speak to us if we follow the footsteps of great soul like 
bcsm. He accepted SP as guru by reading his books. BCSM said just after reading book I was 
having dream of SP but we don’t believe that it was a dream, we believed that divine wish of SP 
has actually given to Him. And that time bcsm surrendered life and soul and body and mind to 
his guru. When he was in mayapur, he was engaged in SP's very menial service and hardwork, 
but everything was divine. In PDS particular thing we does it is not high or low. King prataprudra 
was sweeping the floor was highest thing because its pleased to the lord. SO many SP disicples 
is so grateful to offer any service to SP and there is no wealth in the world can compare to that. 
Once giriraj maharaj was staying injungles in juhu his parent offer him millions of dollars to go 
home. But he gratefully said the greatest wealth of my life to render service to the spiritual 
master. And SP blessed him and he is blessing forever. 

BCSM was not having any position but he was always in the service. And he understood that the 
real meeting in the service. When he was in kumbhamela bhavananda pr invited bcsm to meet 
SP and I consider this to be very special because our sampradaya we are rupanugas and very 
purpose of life and means of lives or spiritual progress Is following the footsteps of roop 
goswami.  It was the same time roop goswami met LCM at prayag. LCM instructed roop 
goswami on the banks of river ganges, yamuna and saraswati and their lcm given knowledge of 
grace wisdom knowledge and so many transcendental literature to roop goswami. BCSM has 
connected through SP's vani is NOI and first physical association where LCM empowered roop 
goswami to write BRS. BCSM has an opportunity to render service for SP and through the mercy 
of vaishnavas connected to the kumbhamela and train returning back to kolkatta is where bcsm 
was given one of the most intimate special services to the SP's heart - NOD, teaching of 
chaitanya given to sanatana goswami in bengali and sanskrit. And SP given first, second 
initiation at prayag by BSSP by rup nuga gaudiya math and that is what bcsm was had personal 
contact with SP and he was given the instructions to translate SP book in all bengali language. It 
is the language of SP, lcm, nityanand pr, cc, chaitanya bhagvat was in bengali. And SP was telling 
to translate into bengali, SP just met bcsm and SP was able to see something in Him to 
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to translate into bengali, SP just met bcsm and SP was able to see something in Him to 
appreciate  in such a special way that he given him personal service. Like taking water from 
ganges and offer it to ganges. SP given the word from bengali and now offering the same thing 
in bengali with loving through bcsm, translated every single books of SP is big task. Bcsm 
immediately accepted that service. He tells that how bcsm considered himself as unqualified 
but SP saw his feeling of unqualified of qualification and when we feel that unqualified than we 
becomes sincere and serious without ulterior motives to krsna and guru. SP told if you do this 
by your practice than you can learn.SP said, If u just surrender to my instructions I will empower 
you

BSST met SP on a first day bsst seen something special in him and told you should give this lcm 
message and preach all over the world and SP given his best and how he felt guru maharaj 
empowering with love. SP instructed BCSM another services to him. SP seen in so much special 
to bcsm and given all his mercy and another like gaur govind maharaj. And something nobody 
would able to see krsna, except krsna. Where these dveotees coming from. Krsna and BSST is 
sending for SP to serve his mission. BCSM given personal service for SP when SP was ending his 
pastimes and SP was reciprocating when they were in hrishikesh. One night there was SP and 
BCSM. SP revealed to him profound and deep and said bcsm that its time for me to leave this 
world, please take me to vrindavan and he chose to give this message to loving service. Bcsm 
informed to personal secretary tkgm and brought SP to vrindavan. And bcsm was constantly in 
the service of SP whole night for 9 months in bedside

Sometimes I think bcsm he has association in 9 months. But he has more association of SP than 
99 percent of SP disciples. And his whole life would sharing that fortune receiving what he 
received, that’s bcsm who shares the glory,

First time I meet BCSM in 1979 there was a first time he came to US. He wanna to go to preach 
in various temple in US and I happened to travelling and I came back to new vrindavan and had 
a darshan of SP  but little kitchen bcsm was cooking all time for SP. When I met him for first 
time it was beautiful and unforgetful connection and here is the person who is exalted and 
serving SP who born in SP's birth place. And humble service he was cooking for SP. And just to 
offer deity of SP. And I asked himt assist him to serve him to washing pots but he was happy 
whatever he was doing alone.  But out of his compassion, he allowed me to do that and I can 
see the emotions in Him thateverything was so precise and caring that he was cooking for SP. 
Just like he was serving in physical association of SP and in that similar mood he was serving SP. 
During that time, he was very quite and cooking and personally offered to SP. He told so many 
stories with SP to me. It was so special and sweet and I considered bcsm is a so much exalted 
devotee and intimate loving friend. And its very rare for me because usually people who are in 
exalted leadership they are kind I only looked up with reverence to serve. But bcsm not only I 
felt that but also I felt that Iike as friend person who reveal the heart and my heart and very 
special for me so much exalted that to have such a friend.  

And in 1995, he completed 60 volumes of SP books in translated to bengali and in 1996, he 
offered to SP and when he finished that it was incredible historical service and he was to give 
that to rest of the world to know SP and BCSM  was so deeply open and cultured to connect 
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that to rest of the world to know SP and BCSM  was so deeply open and cultured to connect 
with SP in a modern day and decided to make telivision series called abhay charan. When 
devotees heard this so much extra ordinary. Bcsm did it.

It chowpatty began in little tiny room and gradually grew to the nice temples with 1000s of 
congregation of brahmacharys. When beginning we started we were not in ISKCON , none of 
the iskcon leaders comes in the public forum in 1983 - the same room I have since 1987 and 
bcsm maharaja called me and told me and so kind and gracious and it filled with blessings  and 
he asked If I comes to our temple and it was Sunday and I was giving Sunday feast class.  And 
right middle of the class bcsm came through the door and when I seen him it was so much 
emotional me because no one has came and I got up from asanas and moving through the 
crowds and hundreds of sitting audience, we embraced for a long time and we all felt such a 
reunion that time and he sat on asanas and given class and was an wonderful class. It was so 
much respect exchange that everyone who experienced from rg temple understood  that this is 
truly is our family our home. Bcsm and jpsm made the possible, SP was manifested to all these 
devotees. We are going to parikrama with bcsm and jpsm and incredible prasad and everything 
and we were grateful for. And it came branches of sp movement of iskcon movement  by the 
mercy of JPSm and BCSM.

When I came to gbc meeting bcsm  so affectionately imbibed me to stay in his room with him, in 
mid night I would hear bcsm was translating SP Books from mid night till morning. I knew that 
he is serving SP dictating books in bengali all the Prabhupada books. The path of PDS to take the 
orderof spiritual master as a life and soul with one aim. And I can see, hear and feel that. And 
that particular time I had severe asthama attack and I was not having medicine and I 
remembered that bcsm was staying with me right next to me but he had what he gives me and 
always be with me in that situation. I was said please go to do the translation and I understood 
what devotee cares. Devotee cares we make so many policies which are important, SP given 
lives to all these things when we care devotees in core of heart.bcsm was gbc, and associate and 
he was sitting for little me trying to help me. I learned so many things.  That situation Even a 
great crisis  with an opportunity to grow to learn and I can see the idea of devotee care and 
compassion of vaishnava to other fallen soul. BCSM was so much loving way honoring and 
respecting to gaur govind maharaj and at time he disappeared from world in the holy day of 
BSST- gaur govind maharaja left his body that time we were having so much loving discussion 
and seeing relationship bhakti swaroop damodar and bcsm was very close to dear SP and seeing 
interaction and seeing kindness upon me and profound appreciation of GGS was very special. 
Before 28 hrs tkg was left the world, we have a discussion with so many things like SP's 
philosophy and after Bhakti tirth maharaja left this world that bhakti charu maharaj was so 
much in to encouraging devotees in his loving service of Btgoswami. He is present in my mind 
and heart. BCSM was inspired to start a project and it was a place of kumbhamela and bcsm 
decided to built major beautiful iskcon.  There is beautiful temple in 10 months designed and 
executed. Bcsm was made the minister of culture and what culture he has exihibited his life and 
disciples in ujjain and he wants to share with devotees so much. 

Once sacinandana maharaja invited in germany for rath yatra and we were dancing together 
bcsm was also with us. Braj sundari, and so many performing and at the time of prasadam we 
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bcsm was also with us. Braj sundari, and so many performing and at the time of prasadam we 
were in tents that time bcsm sacinandan maharaja and myself.. Bcsm told we wanted to have a 
satsang friend on a major ocean line cruiser and he wanted to join sacinandana and myself to 
join in, andbcsm was enthusiastic to this and we actually made maharaja by saying yes..he 
arranged prasadam, and very luxurious and the whole time I was sea sick and he was contantly 
coming towards me to take care of me. 
In calcutta it was one of the first temple. SP  wanted glorious temple  to built there. Bcsm was 
so attentive to do that along with all GBCs. Whenever I happened to calcutta, one I thing I know 
I can see big banners of wonderful bhagvat kathas by bcsm. Even though he has so much to do, 
he gives so much time to calcutta major programmes in any world. He is so much constantly 
with leaders whenever there is difficulties and challenges he was always there for them. This is 
spirit bcsm he wants to teaches us to share with us with each other. This verse from cc the great 
king sweeping the street and receiving the mercy and this exemplify to bcsm so much and today 
is gundica marjanam that cleaning our heart by sincerely chanting and reading with all of us to 
be with together to share our profound prayers for our life and soul who is a disciple of SP who 
is personifies the SP's mercy in such a special way to each of us. 

Thank you very much
Hare Krishna
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